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EXT CAMPSITE PACIFIC NORTHWEST NIGHT

A family sits around a campfire, telling stories and roasting 
marshmallows. 

The light from the campfire flickering against the dark tree 
line surrounding the campsite. 

A small terrier pees on a log in the shadows.

Our father, a 40 year old average guy with a fishing vest and 
khaki pants sits upon a large downed tree. 

Across from him seated on another log bench is his wife and 
two children.

Dad sings a goofy song

DAD
John Jacob Jingle Highmer Schmidt, 
His name is my name too, and 
whenever we go out, the people 
scream and shout, singing John 
Jacob Jingle Highmer Schmidt

The kids stare in awkward shock and disbelief. Dad is 
enjoying himself way too much. Moms smiles, the dog continues 
to sniff around.

DAD (CONT'D)
Fa la la laaaaa la laaaaaaa

A soccer mom with a Minnesota accent

MOM
That crazy song digs into your 
soul, quickly kids, cover your ears 
or be doomed.

The kids act as if dads song is poison. 

DAUGHTER
Cover your ears..

The daughter covers her ears with two huge marshmallows

SON
Your killing us dad...

Dad stands up and sings even louder. They laugh and cringe, 
mom throws a marshmallow at dad, hitting him in the face. 

Dad tries to catch the marshmallow in his mouth
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SON (CONT'D)
OOoooooooo almost.

DAUGHTER
Try again

She throws her ear marshmallows at Dad

DAD
You missed Jingle Hymer Shcmidt.

Sparks fly into the air from the fire.

The howls of mutated wolves can be heard off in the distance.

The family hears the wolves and looks at each other nervously

Dad give mom “the look” and suggest that they pack up and 
leave.

DAD (CONT'D)
Shhhhhh. Kids....Honey...quiet!!!

The family’s yippy little dog hearing the evil howls starts 
to yip and yap, making a ton of noise.

The dad yells at the dog to shut up.

DAD (CONT'D)
Jack Jack! Shut up!....

EXT DENSE FOREST NIGHT

Dark corrupted creatures race through the woods, eyes glowing 
demonic and growling.

EXT CAMPSITE PACIFIC NORTHWEST NIGHT

Dad scrambles to pick up the little dog but its running 
around like a jacked up toddler.

DAD
Jack Jack....Get Your..Jack!

Mom has finished packing up and has the kids loaded into the 
Jeep Wagoner.

She calls out to dad

MOM
Grab that stupid dog and get your 
ass in the Jeep!
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The sounds of howls are much closer, deeper. The tiny dog 
yips.

Dad scoops up the dog and holds it in his left arm. 

In his right hand, a slow burning stick from the fire.

EXT DENSE FOREST NIGHT

Large mutated fangs glisten, glimmering in the light from the 
campfire. Glowing eyes approach the tree line.

EXT CAMPSITE PACIFIC NORTHWEST NIGHT

Dad reacts to movement within the tree line. 

Fleeting glimpses of glowing eyes can be seen between the 
thick overgrown trees and branches.

Glowing eyes to the right, Demonic growls from the right.

The wolves start letting out multiple howls and things start 
ramping up.

The little dog wriggle free from the dad grasp and runs into 
the tree line.

DAD
Jack Jack.....Get you ass back 
here!..Jack

The sounds of a yipping little dog and the frustrated growls 
of the mutated wolves flood the campsite. 

Dad stands shocked. Mom is in the Jeep with the kids. Son is 
rolling up the window.

DAD (CONT'D)
Jackkkkkkk!

EXT DENSE FORREST NIGHT

The wolves thrash about chasing the little dog.

EXT CAMPSITE PACIFIC NORTHWEST NIGHT

The fire lights up the tree line. Demonic growls, Howls and 
little dog yips continue in the dark.
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Suddenly...something comes crashing in from deeper within the 
forest.

EXT DENSE FOREST NIGHT

Deep, dense footsteps can be heard approaching and the wolves 
become aware of the threat.

The wolves start to growl in anger and attack what ever has 
approached from the forest.

A massive fight breaks out in the darkness.

Along with well placed yips of comedy from our annoying 
little dog.

Soon whatever has come from the depths of the forest begins 
to win the fight as sounds of the wolves being beaten ring 
out.

The wolves are heard retreating and whatever came to the 
rescue of the family and the yippy dog pursues the wolves 
back into the depths of the wild.

The sound of the car horn snaps dad out of his disbelief and 
shock and he looks around the campfire.

Just then the little dog comes from out of the darkness all 
disheveled and roughed up, twigs in his fur and minor 
scratches. 

The dad picks up our little trouble maker and runs to the 
Jeep. 

Dad forgets to pack up the tent as he puts out the campfire.

Dead jumps in the Jeep and floors it.

INT BACKSEAT OF JEEP NIGHT

As the Jeep drives off, the 10 year old boy is seen holding 
his iPhone.

Implying the boy got video footage of the crazy fight.

EXT FOREST TRAIL AFTERNOON

Joe is a forest ranger in the Pacific Northwest, a strong, 
smart and compassionate single guy who loves his dog.
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As joe and his dog Brownie Mocha Latte hike up the trail he 
talks to his dog.

Brownie Mocha Latte chases the sticks Joe throws

Joe talks to Brownie as if she is a human.

JOE
“Hey Brownie, we need to step it 
up.”

Brownie nods as if she understands

JOE (CONT'D)

“We got emerald trailcams to pick up before the sun sets, Joe 
looks up at the sun.

Looking at the sun it looks like there is plenty of time 
left.

As they continue up the trail, brownies ears perk up

Joe notices and begins to look around.

JOE (CONT'D)

“What is it baby?’ Joe ask

Brownie starts to run off the trail towards the sound of a 
small stream 

EXT FORREST STREAM DAY

As joe follows Brownie he sees the small stream and can hear 
the water.

As he gets close he can hear sounds of distressed animals 
barely as the sound of the water rushing is too loud.

JOE

Brownie leads him to a sink hole off to the side of the 
stream that has opened up.

As Joe reaches the top of the sink hole he looks down

Inside the hole thrashing about a few feet of mud is two bear 
cubs

JOE (CONT'D)
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The cubs are frantically trying to climb out, only creating 
more mud that is making things worse.

Joe talks to brownie

JOE (CONT'D)

“I bet momma bear is around here somewhere”

“I bet momma bear cant hear the cubs over this water.”

Joe takes off his back pack and grabs some rope from within

Joe ties the rope to a strong branch of a strong tree near 
the top of the sink hole.

JOE (CONT'D)

Joe ties the rope around his waste and puts on a pair of 
leather gloves.

JOE (CONT'D)

Joe jumps into the hole, splashing down into the mud

Joe gets covered in mud as he scrambles to grab the first 
bear cub and tie the rope around the bear.

JOE (CONT'D)

Once the first cub is secured he crabs the second cub.

Joe ties up the two bear cubs facing outward and fastened 
them up like twins in a baby front pack on his torso.

Joe grabs the rope and starts to place his feet in the muddy 
walls of the sinkhole.

Joe climbs and slips a few time as the cubs continue to act 
like fighting twins.

JOE (CONT'D)

The cubs become the comedy relief as their reactions as joe 
climbs up are hilarious.

As joe reaches the top, brownie is heard growling and barking

Joe calls out to brownie

JOE (CONT'D)

 “what's up Brownie?”
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EXT FORREST STREAM DAY

As joe climbs up out of the sink hole covered in mud, the 
cubs covered in mud.

Brownie impassioned barks brings joes attention to Momma Bear

JOE

Momma bear stands a 100 ft. From the sink hole and she sees 
her cubs.

Momma bear bridges the gap and does a jump scare rush of a 
few steps to show off her massive size and muscles.

Joe raises his hands like its a hold up as do the two cubs.

JOE (CONT'D)

From the momma bears vantage we see the three holding up 
their hands as if being held up at gun point.

The bear cubs are absolutely cute and very funny as they seem 
to emulate what joe is doing.

JOE (CONT'D)

As the momma bear starts to charge

Brownie Mocha Latte barks and charges bringing the momma 
bears attention to brownie.

This distraction gives joe the time to untie the cubs

JOE (CONT'D)

The rope unravels and the cubs drop to the ground and run to 
the mother.

JOE (CONT'D)

The momma bear relaxes somewhat and gives Joe and Brownie a 
“you’re lucky, I was about to mess you two up” look as she 
turns and walks into the forest.

The two cubs follow mom, and turn at the last minute as if to 
say thanks to joe before turning into the forest and 
disappearing.

Joe looks to Brownie as she comes running up

JOE (CONT'D)
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“That was intense you weirdo, you saved my ass today, you’re 
getting hooked up when we get home.”

Brownie licks the mud off joes cheek.

JOE (CONT'D)

“weird that those cubs and that momma bear are so far south 
this time of year.”

Joe holds up a Shaka to the sun

JOE (CONT'D)

“We spent too much time with those cubs, fire tower 3 is only 
a mile away’ “much closer than the truck.’

Joe and brownie start hiking towards the fire tower clueless 
to the large tracks in the mud. 

Large tracks unlike anything this world has seen before.
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